Speaking skills worksheet

Complete the speech bubbles with the words at the bottom of the page. You may need to add extra words to complete the conversations.

Hey, ________

Ok coming right up.

That’s me sir!

Now I’d just like to ______ resume

No problem.

Hey,________

Great to see you.

Hey, __________

you today

So now I ______

_______ a prince?

This medicine is toxic so __________

______.

call on
go over
put away
bring up
turn into
run into
Hey, Could you bring up that box?

Ok coming right up.

That's me sir!

I'm going to call on the first student to raise their hand.

Now I'd just like to go over your resume.

No problem.

Great to see you.

Hey, I didn't think I'd run into you today.

This medicine is toxic so I think I'll put it away on a high shelf.

call on       put away     turn into

go over      bring up    run into

Speaking skills worksheet (possible answers)

Complete the speech bubbles with the words at the bottom of the page. You may need to add extra words to complete the conversations.